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“Some church growth
concepts are so focused
on the

Natural Church Development
For Mission Developers

fruit...

…that they fail to consider

root

the
that produces
the fruit."
•3

ELCA and Natural Church
Development


We are committed to building God’s kingdom



We are called to participate in what God is
doing



Natural Church Development can help us be
healthy for the sake of the mission to which God
calls us.--

Biblical Concept
Jesus also said, ‘The kingdom of God is
as if someone would scatter seed on the
ground, and would sleep and rise night
and day, and the seed would sprout and
grow, he does not know how. The earth
produces of itself, first the stalk, then the
head, then the full grain in the head.
(Mark 4:26-28)

Ponder together...

Overview



What motivates the farmer to sow the
seed?



What does a wise farmer do to prepare
for sowing?



What is God’s part in the growth
process?--

Part 1
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Refer to Handout


Growth Forces
Growth forces are organic
ways in which life functions.

Overview of NCD

They are relevant to an
organic understanding of the
church.
Use these and you function
more like God “wired” life to
work.

NCD and Mission Development
NCD was designed for existing
congregations
 NCD research focuses on wholistic growth of
ministries
 The organic principles (the “how” of growth)
can be applied to the development of new
congregations
 The quality characteristics (the what of
growth) are attributes that all developing
congregation will want to include.


The Growth Force
Principles


Interdependence



Multiplication



Energy Transformation



Sustainability



Symbiosis



Fruitfulness

The Secret to the Growth Forces

Growth Forces
Session 2

The secret in beginning to
understand and apply the
Growth Force Principles is ----

learning to recognize where they
are already operating-•11
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Observing the Growth Forces
in Everyday Life

Interdependence

You have seen them working in nature and in the
world.

What are
the short
and longterm
effects of
this action?

Your body operates according to them.
You have applied them in the church to some
degree even if you have called them by other
names.--

Key word = connecting

•12

Multiplication

Interdependence
Individual units are
connected to each
other in a larger
system.

Healthy organisms
do not grow
endlessly but
reproduce
themselves.

Changes in one
ministry will affect
other ministries in
the church and
community.--

Multiplication

Interdependence


True fruit of an apple tree is not an
apple, but another tree.



True fruit of small group is not a new
Christian, but a new group.



True fruit of a church is not a new
group, but a new church.--
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Multiplication

Energy Transformation




Jethro Principle (Ex. 18)



2 Timothy 2:2



What are other biblical examples?--

Able judges appointed



Many faithful witnesses


Multiplication
How does this
contribute to
multiplication,
not just
addition?

Key word = reproducing

Energy Transformation

Paul’s sermon on the
unknown God
Persecution of the
early church
Crucifixion of Jesus

Energy Transformation

How can we utilize
positive and
negative
resources to fulfill
God's purpose?

Key word = harnessing

Sustainability

Momentum or
energy already
flowing …
whether positive or
negative …
can be redirected to
accomplish God's
purposes.--
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Symbiosis

Sustainability
Resources used should
increase the capacity
for ongoing growth
and development, as
well as serve multiple
purposes.

Different ministries
can cultivate
cooperative
relationships where
the mutual benefit
is greater than
operating
separately.

Sustainability

Symbiosis


Egrets follow cows and
eat parasites off their
backs



Hummingbirds and bees
pollinate flowers

Apprentice Principle
Raising up new
workers and leaders
from those who are
being served--



Ministry Teams

 Children/Senior

Ministries--

Sustainability
How do these
actions
contribute to
future
ministry
cycles?

Key word = sustaining

Symbiosis
How can we
work together
to enhance
ministry
effectiveness?

Key word = cooperating
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Fruitfulness
Each ministry needs to
produce discernible
results in line with its
intended purpose.

Empowering
Energy
transformation

Every good tree bears good
fruit; you will know them
by their fruits - Matthew 7

Fruitfulness
John 15
Vine and the Branches


Growth Force
Principles

Leadership

How the Growth Forces Work
Together
Using an idea from your ministry, identify how
many of the growth forces are at work.
Share your ideas with your group.

- Removing

- Pruning
- Cultivating

Is this ministry
producing
the intended results?

Fruitfulness

How can we
maximize the
fruitfulness
of this
ministry?

Key word = evaluating

Quality Characteristics
Session 4
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Quality Characteristics
Empowering
Gift-based
Passionate
Effective
Inspiring
Holistic
Need-oriented

Leadership
Ministry
Spirituality
Structures
Worship
Small Groups
Evangelism
Relationships

The Adjective is the key!
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